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FOR A finite group G, the Hurwitz problem is to determine the genera of the surfaces which 
admit an (effective) G-action. More generally, we consider a family C of G-actions closed 
under taking equivariant connected sums (see $1 for precise definitions) and ask for the 
genera of surfaces admitting an action in the family. (By a surface, we mean a closed 
connected Z-manifold. although-when the context is clear-we will occasionally allow it to 
be disconnected.) 
The realization of the intricacies of this problem stems back to Hurwitt’ work and, 
specifically, to his discovery [3] of the well-known “84(g - 1) theorem” which says that the 
smallest genus larger than one on which a finite group G can act prcscrving orientation is at 
least E + 1. In case G dots act on the surface with this genus then it is known as a Hurwitz 
group. Of course knowing that a group is a Hurwitz group gives a first step fo solving the 
Hurwitz problem for that group. The first Hurwitz group PSL(2.7) was known to Klein 
[4]. Marc recently, interest in the Hurwitz problem was rekindled by Macbcath who 
characterized, in [6], those linear fractional groups PSL(2.q) which are Hurwitz groups. 
More gcncrally Glover and Sjervc [23 have now determined the smallest genus of surface on 
which PSL(2, y) can act preserving orientation, even when it is not a Hurwitz group. 
Numerous other authors have considered analogous problems for other classes of groups; 
for example, Muclachlan [7] gave the smallest genus on which an arbitrary abelian group 
G can act preserving orientation. Some similar results concerning the minimal possible 
genus of surface on which G can act have been obtained for the families of orientation 
reversing actions [ 141, [I J, and of actions on nonorientable surfaces [ 1 I]. 
Beyond the very special case of finding the smallest genus of surface on which G acts, the 
first broad result pertaining to the Hurwitz problem is the stable solution to the problem 
which was given by Kulkarni [5]. He classified finite groups into two types (the type of 
G depends only on the type of its 2-Sylow subgroup), and proved the following result. (See 
Corollary 2.3 for a precise statement.) 
THEOREM. Let G be ajinite group. There exists an integer f(G), depending only on the type 
of the group and on the exponents and orders of the Sylow subgroups, such chat 
(1) If G acrs on rhe orientuble surface ofgenus g then g E 1 (mod I(G)). 
(2) Conoersely, if g = 1 (mod I(G)), then G acts on the orientable surface ofgenus g except 
for finitely many ualues of g. 
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The number I(G) we call the stable genus increment of the family of orientation- 
preserving actions. A similar theorem for the family of orientation preserving G-actions 
which extend to handlebodies was given in [a], and the case of compact 2-manifolds with 
nontrivial boundary was worked out in [93 (although it should be pointed out that this 
result is qualitatively different since here the topological type is not determined by genus 
alone). In the present paper, we develop a general theory of stable genus increments for 
arbitrary families of group actions on closed connected 2-manifolds, and give theorems 
which allow its calculation in many cases. 
In Theorem 1.2, we show that a stable genus increment I(C) exists whenever a family C of 
G-actions is closed under taking equivariant connected sums. Defining the genus of a closed 
2-orbifold P to be 1 - +x(f), the basic idea is that the set of genera of the orbifold quotients 
of G-actions in C forms a finitely generated semigroup of positive rational numbers. Such 
a semigroup is commensurable with a cyclic semigroup of rational numbers and f(C) is 
determined as the product of IGI with the positive generator of this cyclic semigroup. 
Theorem 1.2 is not constructive, and therefore we are still left with the problem of 
computing the stable genus increment I(C) for a given group G and family of G-actions C. 
In 51, we give some general estimates for I(C). For example, f(C) is always an integral 
IGI 
multiple of - 
4r(G)’ 
where e(G) denotes the exponent of G. (The exponent of a group is the 
least common multiple of the orders of the elements of the group.) Another gcncral property 
of I(C) is treated in $5: under mild assumptions on C, which are satisfied by most families of 
interest, I(C) equals the product of the incrcmcnts of the p-Sylow subgroups of G. This 
result has some very intcrcsting interactions with finite group thcorctic tcchniqucs. We 
illustrate this in $5 by using it to derive the “Focal Subgroup Thcorcm”. 
Our approach to computation dill& from Kulkarni’s in that we make heavy use of 
orbifolds; lower bounds arc conscqucnccs of restrictions on orbifold Euler characteristics, 
while construction of actions giving upper bounds takes place at the level of their orbifold 
quotients. In $2 WC give a relatively short proof of a gcncralization of Kulkarni’s result to 
the family of orientation-preserving G-actions whose isotropy subgroups are contained in 
a given normal subgroup of G. A similar argument in ji4 calculates the stable genus 
increment for the family of all actions on nonorientable surfaces. 
The actions that have orientation-reversing elements (meaningful only on orientable 
surfaces) have a much more elaborate theory, which constitutes $3. Note first that the 
equivariant connected sum of two orientation-reversing actions can yield an action on 
a nonorientable surface-this occurs precisely when the index-two subgroups consisting of 
the orientation-preserving elements (which we call the orientation subgroups) for the two 
actions do not coincide. Thus to obtain closure under equivariant connected sum, one must 
consider a family of G-actions all of which have the same orientation subgroup G+. For this 
family, we denote the stable genus increment by I(G, G+). Index two group pairs are 
classified into three types. (z), (/I). and (7) (again the type depends only on the 2-Sylow pair 
(G2, G:)), and a result similar to Kulkarni’s theorem is proved (Theorem 3.1). 
The resulting incrcmcnts show interesting behavior even for groups of order 8. For the 
quaternion group Q, (which has order 8 and exponent 4). the increment for orientation- 
preserving actions is 1(Q*) = 1 (i.e. all but finitely many genera admit Q,-actions) but 
I(Q,, H.,) = 2 so only odd genera, and all but finitely many of them, admit orientation- 
reversing Q,-actions. In contrast, I(Z2 x Z2 x Z,) = 2. but I(Zz x Hz x ZZ. 
B2 x Z,) = 1. The incrcmcnt does dcpcnd on the subgroup, as I(& x ZZ. H,) = I but 
I(,& x Z2, z2 x Z2) = 2. Howcvcr, WC note that only two types of pairs can occur with the 
same group G (Corollary 3.4). 
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The definition of the orientation-reversing types for pairs (G, G’) is substantially more 
complicated than for the orientation-preserving case, reflecting the much more involved 
geometry of orbifold quotients that contain corner reflectors (which arise from points on the 
surface for which the stabilizer is dihedral). This definition involves properties of a graph 
whose vertices are involutions in G - G’ and in which every pair of involutions is 
connected by an edge labelled by the order of their product. In case G’ is abelian, however, 
f(G, G’) can be determined without reexamining this graph (Corollary 3.7), leading to 
extremely effective computation in this case. Using the corollary, we can determine the 
group pairs that act reversing orientation on all but finitely many genera; i.e. the group pairs 
with f(G. G’) = 1. For 2-groups there are exactly nine types of such pairs (Theorem 3.9); in 
general, such group pairs have their 2-Sylow pair from this list and all other Sylow 
subgroups cyclic (Corollary 3.10). A corresponding result was previously given by Kulkarni 
[S] as an application of his theorem. He showed that the finite groups which act preserving 
orientation on almost every surface are precisely those groups whose Sylow 2-subgroup is 
either cyclic, dihedral. quaternion, or quasidihedral (see §3D for definitions) and whose 
other Sylow subgroups are cyclic. By the theorem of $4, it can be seen that the finite groups 
which act on almost every nonorientable surface coincide with the finite groups which act 
prcscrving orientation on almost every 3-dimensional handlebody. and the latter groups 
were classified in Corollary 6.4 of [B]. 
Finally. in $6, we rcconsidcr the Hurwitz problem more carefully in light of the various 
stable genus incrcmcnt results. In particular, WC give bounds for the “stable range” on which 
this incrcmont applies. To illustrate the sharpness of the bounds which arc obtained, WC 
dcscribc the complctc solution to the Hurwitz problem for finite groups with prime order. 
Our arguments arc fairly self-contained, cxccpt for assuming some familiarity with 
2-orbifoltls [ 131 and their covering space theory; we rcfcr the rcadcr to [IO] for a lucid 
trcatmcnt. 
Let G bc a finite group with order (GI. A G-action on a surface S is a group imbcdding 
I$: G -, D#(S) of G into the group of diffcomorphisms of S. Two G-actions I$ and 1/1 on S are 
cquivalcnt if I(/ = ~(11) ‘$I for some hEDijJ(S) (where ~(11) rcprescnts conjugation by II). 
Given a G-action I$ on S we refer to S as the surface associated with 4 and we write 
S(4) = S. If S is orientable then 4 is orientation preserving if its image is contained in the 
group Dif ‘(S) of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of S; otherwise 4 is orientation 
reversing. In either of these cases we refer to c$-‘(Di’+(S)) as the orientation subgroup of 
G associated with 4. We also define the genus of 4 to be the genus g(S) of the associated 
surface S = S(a) where the genus is characterized as follows: if S is the sum of n tori then 
y(S) = n and if S is the connected sum of n projective planes then g(S) = f. The genus of 
a nonoricntable surface is an elcmcnt of f Z which we refer to as a half-integer. Our use of 
this nonstandard definition of genus is motivated by the simplification it allows in certain 
congrucnccs which will subsequently be of importance-the underlying reason for the 
simplification is that x(S) = 2 - 2y(S) for all surfaces S. 
Let 9, and bt be G-actions on the surfaces Sl and S2 respectively. For i = 1 or 2, choose 
an imbcdding D* x G -+ S, so that for each g, ~‘EG and .XE 0’ we have 
4i( g)(.V, y’) = (.V. {jg’). Letting S; = Si - Int(D’ x G) for i = I. 2. form a new surface S by 
adjoining S’, to Si; that is. S = S’, u ,,,,z 1c S;. Since the G-actions 4, and 4z agree in their 
action on SD’ x G they fit together to give a G-action I$, #+2 on S which is called an 
equivariant conncctcd sum of 4, and 4*. 
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The process of forming equivariant connected sums may also be described at the 
orbifold level. As this characterization will be important in later sections we briefly digress 
to describe it here. It is based on the following elementary lemma from covering space 
theory. 
LEMMA 1.1. Each G-action 4 which transitively permutes the components of a surface 
S determines a homomorphism i. = 2, : ny*(S/4) 4 G with kernel isomorphic to x1(S) and this 
homomorphism is uniqw up to conjugarion by an element of G. The inde.u of the imaye of i. in 
G coincides with the number of components of S. Conversely. ifc is a connected orbijold rhen 
each homomorphism i. : ny*(C’) 4 G which is injectice on local subgroups determines (up to 
equiralence) a G-action on a surjixe S whose fitndamental group is isomorphic fo ker(E.). 
Proof: Given a G-action C#I on a surface S with connected quotient S/4 choose a com- 
ponent SO of S and let H c G be the stabilizer of SO. Let U --, S,~C#J be a (fixed) universal 
covering whose covering transformation group defines ~“;‘(S/C$). This universal covering 
factors through the covering S,, + S/g and projecting covering transformations to SO gives 
a homomorphism i:~c’;‘“(S/+) 4 H E G. Different choices of S,, or of the covering map 
U + S, lead to homomorphisms which differ from i. by conjugation by an element of G. For 
later reference we point out that if S is connected (S, = S) and a universal covering U + S is 
prescribed (or. equivalently, a basepoint on S is prescribed) then choosing U 4 S + S/d, as 
the universal covering of S/$ provides a uniquely defined procedure for determining i.. 
For the converse, suppose that i.: x’;‘~(C’) + G is a homomorphism injectivc on local 
subgroups and with image II E G. If U + c’ is the universal covering with covering 
transformation group nr;rh (0) then SO = U/ker(i.) is a connected surface which has an 
II-action +,I determined by L. This I/-action extends to a G-action $ on the surface 
S = S,, x G/Ii where we identify S,, with S,, x (If). If y/f +-+S is a cosct representative 
function from G/II to G then II/ is defined by 
The extension 4 is uniquely determined up to equivalence. 0 
We now give the alternate description of equivariant connected sum in terms of 
orbifolds. For i = I or 2, suppose that (bi is a G-action which transitively permutes 
components of a surface Si. Let j.i:7r;‘*(Si/+i) -+ G be a corresponding homomorphism 
with kernel isomorphic to Xi(Si). Form a connected sum (S,/4,)#(S,/g,) of the 
quotient orbifolds attaching them along the boundaries of maniji,ld 2-disks. By Van 
Kampen’s theorem the i+‘s piece together to give a homomorphism 
i., #j.2:n~‘h((S,/~b,)#(Sr/~z)) + G which is injectivc on local subgroups. By Lemma 1.1, 
i., #1.2 determines a G-action on a surface. This resulting G-action is an equivariant 
connected sum 4, # (b2. 
The equivariant connected sum may not be well-delined up to equivalence of G-actions. 
In certain cases there are two nondiffeomorphic ways to define the orbifold connected sum 
(S, /+,)#(SJC$~) and these will lead to inequivalent actions. Moreover, even if the connec- 
ted sum is well-defined diiTerent choices of orientations for the 2-disks used in forming the 
connected sum may give two distinct possibilities for i., #A2 which may result in in- 
equivalent actions. Finally, dimerent choices of the i.,‘s up to conjugation in G may also yield 
inequivalent actions (this corresponds to different choices of based embeddings of D* x G in 
Si). These are the only difficulties and it follows that equivariant connected sum does give 
a well-defined operation in the category of equivalence classes of G-actions on based 
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locally-oriented surfaces. In fact it is also well-defined in the category of equivalence classes 
of orientation preserving G-actions on oriented surfaces. Nonetheless these points are of no 
concern in the present work; since our focus will be solely on the genera of surfaces it only 
matters that (in all cases) the genus of the associated surface of an equivariant connected 
sum of two G-actions is well-defined. 
Let $ be the G-action on X x G given by Il/(y)(.x. g’) = (x, gg’) where X is either the 
torus Tz or the Klein bottle M’. If 4 is any G-action on Sr then the action $##IL (which is 
uniquely determined up to equivalence) is said to be obtained from 4 by orientable handle 
addition when X = T2 and nonorientable handle addition when X = 56’. 
Let C be a family of G-actions on connected surfaces. If an action 4 is in C then we say 
that 4 is a C-action, and we refer to S(4) as a surface associated with C. The family Cwill be 
said to be complete if it is closed under equivalence and if some equivariant connected sum 
of any two actions in C is also in C. We stress that a complete family has connected 
associated surfaces but they may be either orientable or not. Observe that the collection 
C,,_(G) consisting of all G-actions on surfaces is the largest complete family. Other 
important examples of complete families of G-actions are 
C(G) = {orientation preserving G-uctions on connected orientuble surfaces} 
C(G) = {G-actions on connected nonoricntahle surfaces}. 
On the other hand, the family consisting of all orientation reversing G-actions on oricntablc 
surfaces does not in gcncral constitute a complctc family of G-actions as the associated 
surface for an cquivariant conncctcd sum of two such actions may not be orientablc. In fact 
this associated surface is oricntablc if and only if the pair of orientation subgroups for the 
two G-actions coincide. Thus, given an index two subgroup GC of G. the family 
C(C, G + ) = {orientution reversiny G-uctions on connected 
orientable surjirces with orientation subgroup G + 1 
is a complete family, as is C(G) u C(G, G+). Many additional interesting examples can be 
formed by restricting isotropy subgroups: Ict C be a complete family of G-actions and let 
9 be a collection of subgroups of G which is closed under conjugation, then 
C( 9) = (C-actions where each isotropy subgroup is in 9) 
is a complete family. In particular, we have complete families C(C; 9). e(G; 9) and 
C(G, G +; 9). When 9 = (I) thcsc are the corresponding families of free actions. Also, if 
K is a subgroup of G and J consists of all subgroups conjugate into K then we denote the 
complete family C(G; 9) by C(G; K). Another interesting complete family of G-actions is 
C,,,(G) = {C(G)-actions which extend to G-actions on a handlebody} 
which was studied in [83. Each of the examples of complete families mentioned thus far can 
be seen to have the additional property of being closed under orientable handle addition. In 
contrast, if $ is a G-action on a conncctcd surface then the family 
I 
k rimes 
cl*) = G-actions equivalent to $ #?# J/ for some k 2 1 
1 
is complete, but it is not closed under either orientable or nonorientable handle addition. 
In the remainder of the paper WC will USC the notion of divisibility of half-integers given 
as follows: a half-integer a divides a half-integer b if and only if b is an integer multiple of a. 
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(This notion corresponds with divisibility of elements in the ring whose elements are 
half-integers with usual rational addition and with multiplicative identity f.) 
THEOREM 1.2. If C is a nonempty complete family of G-actions then there is a positive 
half-integer I(C) satislving: 
(i) If 4 is a C-action on a surface of genus g(4) then g(4) = 1 - IGI (mod I(C)). 
(ii) There is an integer N(C) such that if g z 1 - IGI (mod I(C)) and g 2 N(C) rhen 
g = g(4) for some C-action 4. 
Moreover I(C) = gcd[g($) + IG( - 11 ~EC’) 
Proof Let q:C+ +Z be the function defined by ~(4) = g(4) + IGI - 1. (Equivalently, 
~(4) is the product of IGI with the genus of the orbifold S(4)/4.) If $t, b2 EC then S($,) and 
S(4,) are connected so that g($, #dz) = ~(4,) + ~(4~) + /GI - 1. From this it follows 
that 
‘I($, # 42) = (~(4,) + g(4z) + IGI - 1) + IGI - 1 = ~(4,) + ++#d 
Thus q is additive with respect to equivariant connected sum. Let (q(C)) be the subgroup 
of ii2 generated by the imapc of q, This is a nontrivial cyclic group and we define f(C) 
to bc its positive gcncrator. If ~EC then v(~)E (q(C)) = (I(C)). Therefore 
s(4) + IGI - I E rl(c#~) 3 0 (mod I(C)) and statcmcnt (i) follows. 
Let & bc a fixed G-action in C. By possibly replacing (b. with (bO # &, WC may assume 
that rr(&) is an intcgcr. For cnch rE (r\(C)) thcrc arc elcmcnts (bi. $J,EC (with possible 
ropctitions) so that r = c’_, rr(c/~,) - xi_, r/(llrj). Thcsc clcmcnts may be chosen so that 
h’, = 1; _, q(t),) is an intcgcr. If K is any intcgcr larger than K, then 
=i$, rl(4‘) +,i,(V(40)- l)rl(ll/j) + (K - KO)rl(40) 
s 
and this latter is an element of q(C) by additivity of q and the closure of Cunder equivariant 
connected sum. This shows that q(C) misses at most finitely many positive elements of the 
coset of (~(4~)) in (q(C)) represented by r. As there are only finitely many cosets it follows 
that ((q(C)) n fh ‘) - q(C) is finite. Thus there is a positive integer N(C) so that if 
ye (q(C)) and g 2 N(C) then gE q(C). Statement (ii) follows and the final remark follows 
immediately from the definition of f(C). cl 
The half-integer I(C) provided by Theorem 1.2 is called the stable genus increment for 
C. Notice that I(C) is an integer if all of the surfaces associated with Care orientable. There 
is a natural translation of the Hurwitz problem into the setting of families of G-actions 
which may be stated as: for a given complete family of G-actions determine all of rhe associated 
surfuces up to homeomorphism. In this terminology, the theorem essentially shows that the 
“stable solution” of the Hurwitz problem for a complete family reduces to the determination 
of its stable genus increment. However there may be a slight indeterminacy-if the surfaces 
associated with the family have mixed orientation type (some orientable and some 
nonoricntablc) then they arc not completely determined up to homeomorphism by their 
genera. 
In general the computation of the stable genus increment for a given complete family of 
G-actions is difiicult, although thcrc is one family whose stable genus increment is readily 
determined: if 1(1 is a G-action on a connected surface then f(C(J/)) = g($) + IGI - 1. In this 
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example observe that, depending on $, the stable genus increment can be arbitrarily large 
although G is fixed. In contrast, for complete families which are closed under handle 
addition (either orientable or nonorientable) this cannot happen. Indeed if 4’ is obtained 
from 4 by handle addition then g(@) = g(b) + (GI. Thus in a complete family C of 
G-actions which is closed under handle addition, the genus of any action may of in- 
cremented by IGI and it follows that I(C) divides ICI. As an immediate consequence we 
obtain the following. 
COROLLARY 1.3. If C is a nonempcy complete family of G-actions which is closed under 
either orientable or nonorientable handle addition then the half-integer I(C) satisfies: 
(i) If 4 is a C-action on a surface of genus g(d) then g(4) 2 1 (mod f(C)). 
(ii) There is an integer N(C) such that gg = 1 (mod I(C)) and g L N(C) then g = g(4)for 
some C-action 4. cl 
In our subsequent work-which will focus on the computation of the stable genus 
increments for the complete families C(G), C(G, G+), and C(G), and some of their sub- 
families-we will need information about the possible values of I(C) which can arise. For 
complete families of G-actions which are closed under handle addition (either orientable or 
nonorientable) it was shown above that f(C) always divides IGI. We also have lower bounds 
for I(C). 
LEMMA 1.4. Suppose chat C is a complete family of G-actions. If the Euler characteristics 
of the orbi/i,ld quotients of all of the adions in Care integral multiples of - 2 L /or some integer 
IGI 
L then l(C) is an integral multiple of -L-. 
Proof Let L be an integer as described in the statement of the lemma. Suppose that 4 is 
2M 
a C-action on the (connected) surface S and that x(5/&) = - L where M is an integer. 
2M 
Then 2(1 - y(4)) = x(S) = - ICI I and it follows that g(4) + lG( - 1 = 
A 
F(L + M). 
Since I(C) is the greatest common divisor of the numbers g(b) + (G( - 1 we conclude that 
f(C) is an integral multiple of 7. 0 
COROLLARY 1.5. If C is a complete family of G-actions whose isotropy subgroups are 
ICI 
conjugate into a subgroup K c G then I(C) is an integral multiple of -. 
Je(K) 
If C consists 
of orientation preserving G-actions on orientable surfaces or cf a Sylow 2-subgroup 
K2 of K does not contain a dihedral subgroup of order 2e(Kz) then I(C) is an integral 
IGI multiple of -. 
2e(K) 
Proof Let l:~;‘~(S/c%) -+ G be the epimorphism corresponding to a C-action 4. Each 
local subgroup of n;lb(S/+) is cyclic or dihedral and injects into a conjugate of K via 1.. 
Therefore the order of each local subgroup of nyb(S/d) divides 2e( K) and this implies that 
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x(S/#) is an integral multiple of 
1 
- -. It follows from the lemma that I(C) is an integral 
2e(K) 
IGI 
multiple of - 
4e( K)’ 
If C has orientable associated surfaces and does not contain an 
orientation reversing G-action then each of the local subgroups of nyb(S/4) is cyclic so that 
1 
x(S/$) is an integral multiple of - -. 
e(K)’ 
thus. applying the lemma. f(C) is_ an integral 
IGI 
multiple of -. 
2e( k’) 
If K, contains no dihedral subgroup of order 2e( Kz) then xCS/+) is an 
1 
integral multiple of - - 
ICI 
e(K) 
so again I(C) is an integral multiple of -. 
2e(K) 
0 
The corollary shows that the stable genus increment I(C) of any complete family C of 
lG’ G-actions is divisible by 1, where I is the half-integer equaling - 
4e(G) 
if G contains a dihedral 
IGI 
subgroup of order 2e(GL) and equaling - 
24G) 
otherwise. In $4 we will show that 
[(c(G)) = 1. Therefore the stable genus increment of any complete family is divisible by 
I(c(G)), and in particular f(C,,,,,(G)) = /(c(G)). 
We end this section with one further general comment on the possible stable genus 
increments which can arise for familics of G-actions. If C is a nonempty complete family of 
G-actions and I is a multiple of I(C) then there is a complctc subfamily C’ which has 
I(C’) = I. The subfamily C’ may be chosen to consist of all C-actions 4 which satisfy 
g(4) = I - I Cl (mod I ). Furthermore, if C is closed under handle addition and I divides 1 GI 
then this choice of C’ will also bc closed under handle addition. 
2. ORIENTATION PRtWCRVING ACTIONS .. KULKARNI’S TttEOREM 
Let G be a finite group and let K bc a subgroup. In this section we consider the complete 
family C(G; K) which consists of orientation preserving G-actions on orientable surfaces 
whose isotropy subgroups are conjugate into K. and its stable genus increment which will 
be denoted by f(G; K). The main result of this section gives a formula for I(G; K) when K is 
a normal subgroup. For K = G the family C(G; K) equals C(G) and its stable genus 
increment is denoted by I(G). The computation of I(G) was first made by R. Kulkarni [S] 
although our formulation of the result is a little different from his. 
A finite 2-group G is said to be of type B if it is trivial or the set of elements of order less 
than its exponent e(G) forms a subgroup of index 2 in G. Otherwise we say that G is of type 
A. It follows that a nontrivial group G is of type A if and only if one of the following holds: 
either (1) there are two elements of G with order less than e(G) whose product has order e(G) 
(then {gEGI Id < e(G)} d ocs not form a subgroup) or (2) there are two elements with order 
e(G) whose product has order e(G) (then { gE Cl 191 < e(G)} cannot have index 2). Examples 
of finite 2-groups of type B are cyclic groups, semidihcdral groups (defined in 53D). and 
products of cyclic groups with groups of smaller exponent. Some type A 2-groups are 
dihedral groups, generalized quaternion groups, quasi-dihedral groups (defined in §3D), 
and products of cyclic groups with groups of the same exponent. 
If K is a normal subgroup of the 2-group G then we shall say that (G; K) is a type B pair 
provided that 
(i) K is of type B, and 
(ii) each nontrivial element of K n G’ has order less than e(K). 
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Otherwise we say that (G; K) is a type A pair. Examples are given at the end of this section. 
LEMMA 2. I. Let t? be a good orientable closed connected 2-orbifald ond let K be 
a subgroup of G. Suppose there is a homomorphism i.:~;‘~(e) --)I G whose restriction to each 
local subgroup is an injection into a conjugate of K. Then f(G; K) dirides IGI( 1 - +x(f)). 
Proof Since P is good and E. injects on local subgroups it follows that the orbifold 
covering space of c determined by i. is an orientable surface (possibly disconnected). The 
covering translations determine an orientation preserving G-action & which operates 
transitively on the components of this surface and whose isotropy subgroups are conjugate 
into K. If 9 is any G-action in C(G; K) then @#& is a C(G; K)-action on a connected 
surface S. Since S,‘d# & = (.S/4)#P, it follows that 
2 - 2(~(4#4,) = x(S) = IGIx(.S:4#&) = lGl(x(S(44’4) + x((‘) - 2) 
= 2 - 2g(& + IGl (x(C’) - 2). 
Therefore the genus can be incremented by CJ($#&) - (~(4) = IG((I - ix(c)) and the 
lemma follows. Cl 
f(G: K) = 
r 
&!!- if(G,. K,) is a type A pair 
2c( K) ’ . 
I (;I -- 
c*(K) 
if (G2; K 2) is a type U pair 
ProoJ: Let A = {I): bc the set of prime divisors of ICI. Write ICI = flpkp, e(K) = rip’s 
and I(G; K) = np’ p whore all products arc taken over A. (Since C(G; K) is closed under 
handle addition I(G; K) divides ICI.) Let P be the 2-orbifold which is the 2-sphsre with 
2 cone points of order p”“. Then n’rh(F) is cyclic of order pc’ and there is an injective 
homomorphism x;“‘(C) -+ G whose image is in K. By Lemma 2.1 f(G; K) divides 
= F(p’~l - 1). Therefore p’p divides pkPFrfi’. Since this 
ICI 
holds for all p in A it follows that f(G; K) divides npkr-Q = -. 
e(K) 
By Corollary I.5 we 
IGI 
know that f(G; K) is an integral multiple of - 
IGI 
2e( K)’ 
thus f(G; K) equals either - 
2e(K) 
ICI 
or - 
e(K)’ 
Now suppose that (Gr; K,) is a type A pair and that Kz has type A. Choose elements 
x, ~EK, where either Isl, (y( < e(Kz) = 2” and (xyl = 2’l, or 1x1 = (y( = lxyl = 2”. Let 
c! be the 2-orbifold which is the 2-sphcrc with three cone points whose orders arc Ixl.Iyl, 
and I.uyJ. Then nyh(c) z (X. YIXtxl = Yty’ = (X Y)lxyl = I ) and Xc-r .K. Y-y defines 
a homomorphism into KL which is injcctivc on local subgroups. (The conjugacy classes of 
local subgroups arc rcprcscntcd by (X). ( Y). and (XY).) Observe that 
x(CZ) = J- 
I I 
I.rl+$+m 
- I = & whcrc M is an odd integer. Thcrcforc. applying Lemma 
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2.1. I(G;K) divides IGI( 1 -+$)=$C”*‘- M ). which implies that 2” divides 
2L:-rz- ’ and I (G; K) divides IGI IGI -. Thus I(G: K) = - 
2e(K) 2e(K) 
which concludes the argument 
in this case. 
Next suppose that (Gz; K2) is a type A pair but that K2 has type B. In this case there are 
nontrivial elements x E K2 and (ai, bil 1 I i 5 N } c Gz so that .‘c has order e( K,) = 2” and 
.x = fl[ai. bi]. Let c be the orbifold whose underlying surface is orientable of genus N and 
which has one cone point whose order is 2”. Then x;‘~(C) has presentation 
(X3 Ai, BilX*‘Kz’ = 1. X = fl[Ai+ Bi]) and X CI Y, 4,-a,. BiH 6i defines a homomor- 
phism into G and the local subgroup injects into K. By Lemma 2.1, I(G; K) divides 
IGI 1-i I-?N+& ( ( IGI =- 2” + 1 (p + 1 + M) where M is odd. As before it follows 
IGI that I(G; K) = - 
2e( K)’ 
This completes the proof when (G,: K,) is a type A pair. 
Finally suppose that (G,; K,) is a type B pair. Let r$ be a C(G; K)-action on a surface 
Sand let 4’ be the C(G,; K,)-action on S obtained by restricting 4 to G2. The quotient S/4’ 
is an orientable 2-orbifold whose singular set consists of cone points; denote the orders of 
these cone points by 2”’ where nj < ez. The group nyb(S/+‘) has a presentation of the form 
(ni, Bi. SjlX;’ = I. n(Ai, Bi]/JX, = I). Let j.:n;“‘(S/4’) 4 Gz be the homomorphism 
corresponding to the action 4’; since (Xi) is a local subgroup and K is normal, the 
clcmcnts j.(X,) arc contained in K n G2 = KL. Now suppose that K2 is not trivial. Since 
K? has type H them is a surjectivc homomorphism 5: K2 -+ Hz whose kernel is precisely the 
set of clcmcnts of K2 with order less than e( K,) = 2”. Observe that 5 1 j.( X,) = 0 if and only 
if fij < C2. Also observe that i.( /J[ A,. B,]) = E.( fl Xj)- ’ E Kz n G’ E ker(S). Then 
0 = (5 ‘j.([l[Ai. Bi][-lXi) = C&‘I.(zY,) = Cl,ln,_C1) I. This shows that S/g’ has an even 
number of cone points of order 2”. This last statcmcnt is also true if K2 = I as then S/4’ has 
no cone points. Them is an intcgcr N so that x(S/4’) = - $$. If M is the degree of the 
covering S/# + S/~/I then x(S/g) = - &. Since x(S/4) is an integral multiple of 
- &) (as in Corollary 1.5) and M = [G:G,] is odd, it follows that ~(S/$J) is an integral 
-1’ 
multiple of - 
2 IGI -. Lemma 1.4 now implies that I(G; K) is an integral multiple of - 
e(K) e(K) 
and 
the proof is complete. q 
If K is not normal in G then enough of the proof of 2.2 still applies to show that 
IGI IGI I(C(G; K)) equals either - or -. 
E(K) 2e( K) 
In addition the Sylow 2-subgroup pair (G,; 
K n G,) determines which of these two values occurs. However. when K is not normal, the 
formulation of the relevant structural property of this pair is much more cumbersome to 
describe than the “type A/type B” conditions. Similar remarks apply to the family C(G; 9) 
where 9 is any collection of subgroups of G closed under conjugation and passage to 
subgroups: if e( 9) is the least common multiple of the orders of all elements of u 9 then 
ICI 
I(C( 9; G)) equals either - or 
ICI 
49) 
- depending on the structure of Gz n 9. 
249) 
We end this section with a few examples illustrating the theorem. In the following 
K denotes a normal subgroup of G. 
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(1) If Kt = GL then (G,; K, ) is a type A pair if and only if G2 has type A. In particular 
we obtain: 
!!- i/G2 is ofr:pe A 
COROLLARY 2.3. (Kulkarni) I(G) = 
2e(G) 
!?- 
0 
e(G) 
if Gz is of type B 
(2) If 1 # Kz E G; then (G,; KL) is a type A pair and f(G; K) = &. On the other 
hand if Kz is cyclic and not contained in G> then (G,; K,) is a type B pair and 
Z(G; K) = -!% 
40 
(3) If G2 is abelian, if K2 has a complement in G r, or if Hz(Gz/Kz) = 0 then (Gl: Kz) is 
a type A pair if and only if K2 has type A, and f(G; K) is determined accordingly. These 
results all follow from the triviality of the homology transgression which is sufficient for 
condition (ii) to hold: Suppose that K2 is nontrivial with type B and let 6:Kz -+ il.* be the 
homomorphism whose kernel consists ofelements oforder less than e( K,). Let Q = G2/Kt. 
Consider the exact sequence 
E:I--~K~-+G~-+Q-+I 
and the corresponding 5-term. homology exact sequence 
By exactness, the transgression T(c) has image (K2 n G;)/[K,. G2]. Since K2 is type B it 
follows that e([K2, G,]) < e( K,). and thcrcforc each nontrivial clcmcnt of K, n G$ has 
order less than P( K,) if and only if 6T(r:): I!,(Q) + ZL is the trivial homomorphism. If Gt is 
abclian, if E splits, or if r{,(Q) = 0 then T(Z) is trivial and condition (ii) holds. 
(4) Suppose that K2 is central in Gz, and Ict c bc the cxtcnsion as in (3). In this cast 
[K2, Gz J = 1 and condition (ii) holds if and only if e(imtrye( 7’(1:))) < LJ( K2). In particular, 
(ii) holds if e(tfr(Q)) < e(K2). Using Schur’s cstimatc that e(/l,(Q))’ c IQI, we conclude 
that (ii) holds (so that (G; K) is a type A pair if and only if Kz has type A) if 
,,/m = JiQl < c( KZ). Th’ IS inequality fails-for example-if G = Q, (the general- 
ized quaternion group of order 2e) where e 2 4 is a power of 2, and K = Z(Qp,) z ZL. In fact 
here (G; K) is a stem extension (which means that K is central and the transgression is 
surjcctive) so that condition (ii) fails. Thus (a,; Z(Qp,)) is a type A pair, and 
2r e 
f(Q,; Z(c?,)) = -f = 2. More generally, if (G2; KZ) is a stem extension then (G; K) is a 
IGI 
type A pair and f(G; K) = -. 
2e( K) 
(5) Consider pairs (G; K) with f(G; K) = I. Using Theorem 2.2. it is easily seen that for 
each prime p a Sylow p-subgroup G, is contained in K. Therefore G equals K. This shows 
that if all but finitely many oricntablc surfaces admit C(G; K)-actions then G = K and 
C(G; K) = C(G). It follows that G is one of the groups with f(G) = 1 described in [5]: for 
each odd prime p, G, is cyclic and G2 is cyclic, dihedral, quaternion. or quasidihedral. 
3. ORlENTATlON REVERSING ACTIONS 
Let G be a finite group and let G+ be an index two subgroup of G. We will refer to 
(G, G+) as an index two pair. In this section we consider the stable genus increment 
TOP 31:2-L 
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I(G. G’ ) for the complete family C(G, G ‘) of G-actions with 
Actions in C(G, G ‘) will be called actions of the pair (G, G ‘), 
orientation subgroup G +. 
or (G, G+ )-actions. 
3A. Statement ojftheorem. Let (G, G’) be an index two pair where G is a 2-group. The 
graph of involutions of (G, G’) is a labelled graph with one vertex for each involution (or 
order two element) in G - G’ and exactly one edge joining each distinct pair of vertices. 
This graph is denoted by I- or by r(G, G’). Each of the edges in the graph is labelled by 
a positive integer. If the endpoint involutions for the edge are x, and .Y* then the label for the 
edge is the order ls,xzI of the product xI?cz. Thus an edge in r whose label is n corresponds 
toaD,subgroup(x,,x,lx: =x2 = (.x1 .x2 )” = 1) of G. This dihedral subgroup is said to be 
properly positioned for (G. CC) because D, n G’ = h,. There is a natural action of G on 
I- given by conjugation of involutions. If H is a subgroup of G then T/H will be the labelled 
quotient graph obtained by modding out r by the restricted H-action. 
We will partition the index two pairs (G. G+) of 2-groups into three classes which we 
refer to as type (51). type ( j?) and type t;). In describing these types we write e = e(G). Also, if 
G is a nontrivial 2-group of type B (as defined in $2) then G will denote the index two 
subgroup of G consisting of elements whose order is less than e. 
(4 The pair (G. G+) has type (3) if the graph r/G’ has a cycle in which there are an odd 
number of edges whose label is e. 
(/I) The pair (G, G’ ) has type ( j?) if it dots not have type (~0 and it satisfies one of the 
following 
(/II) r(G + ) = s and r/G + has a cycle with an odd number of I edges 
(112) c)(G ‘) = e and one of the following holds: 
(/ELI) (G. G ’ ) has a properly positioned ID, subgroup 
(fl2b) G+ has type A 
(/Qc) G + has type B and r/G has a cycle with an odd number of ; edges 
(/)2d) there is an involution x E G - G+ and an order e element LEG+ whose 
commutator xyxy-’ has order less than c 
2’ 
(y) The pair (G, G+) has type (y) if it has neither type (z) nor type (8). 
For an arbitrary 
subgroup pair which 
Gz’ = G2nG’. 
TttEoRtzM 3. I. 
index two pair (G, G+) we will consider an associated Sylow 2- 
has the form (G2. G:) where G2 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G and 
ICI - 
4dG) 
il (G,. G,‘) has type (a) 
I(G, G’) = i/ G, G ) has type ( /4 
11 (G2, G;) has type (jl) 
We will prove the theorem in Section 3B. In the remainder of this section we give some 
corollaries and examples illustrating the three types of index two pairs. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Let (G, G’ ) be an index two pair for which G - G’ contains no inaolu- 
IGI 
tion. lfe(Gi ) = e(Gz) and G; has type A then l(G. G’ ) = - 
IGI 
2e(GY otherwise I(G, G’) = e(~). 
Proof: Under the hypotheses r(Gz, G,‘) = $3 and, among the conditions (II) and (/?), 
only condition (b2b) can be satisfied. 0 
IGI 
COROLLARY 3.3. ff G; has type B then I(G, G’) 2 -. 
2e(G) 
Proo/: Suppose that Gf has type B and let E:G: + Z2 be the epimorphism with kernel 
2. Consider a cycle C in I-(G2, G;)/G;. This determines a sequence xl, x2,. . . ,x, of 
involutions in G2 - Gf where x,, is conjugate to .‘I~. Then 
&((I,X~)(.K~XJ) * . . (x, _ ,x,)) = E(X, x,) = 0, 
but also 
&((X,X2)(X*.K~) . * ’ (+Kn-~*Krn)) = CE(Xi-‘li+~)y 
which is the number of edges labelled with e in the cycle C. We conclude that C has an even 
number ol e edges so that (C,, Gf ) does not have type (1). 0 
COROLLARY 3.4. IjG’ and G” ure index two suhyroups o/G and (G2, G;) has a properly 
positioned DpvcC;~, 
ICI 
suh~qrorip thvn I(G, GO) 5 -. 
IGI 
2e(G) 
In ptrrticulur, if f (G, G + ) = - 
4c(G) 
then 
ICI 
I(G. G”) 5 -. 
Zr( G) 
Proqf WC first mention that if e(G2) = 2 then G 2 2 ilt and (G,. G:) z (G,. G;). 11 
follows that (G2, G’,‘) and (G2, G:) have the same type and the corollary holds. In the 
following we assume that e(G2) 2 4. 
Choose involutions x,, .K,EG~ - G: with I_K,x~/ = e(G,). There are three cases to 
consider. (i) _K,, x2 EGO. Then G: contains a II!J~,~~, subgroup. It follows that (G,, G!) 
satisfies condition (/12b) and so (G,, G!) has type (z) or (8). (ii) Neither x, nor ?c2 is in G!. 
Then (Cl, G!) has a properly positioned Dr,Cz, subgroup and the index two pair has type (rl) 
or (/I) as it satisfies condition (/?Za). (iii) x, E G! and x2 4 Ct. Then the edge from x2 to 
x,.K~.K, in r(G2, G$) has label 
e(G,) 
-. This edge gives a loop in the appropriate quotient 
2 
graph showing that either condition (/)I) or condition (/12c) holds, and (G,, Gi) has type (a) 
or ( PI, c3 
Example 1. Suppose that (G. G+), is an index two pair where G2 z G,’ x Z2 and 
G,’ # I. 
( 
If G,’ = I then (G, G’) has type cl) and I(G, G+) = -$$. 
1 
Let 
e = e(G2) = e(G:) and let tEGz - G,’ be an element of order two which commutes with 
GJ. If there are involutions a and h in G: with lahl = e then at, bt. and t are the vertices of 
a cycle in T(Gz. G;) which has either one or three edges of order e and (G, G+) has type (I). 
Thus /(G, G + ) ICI = -whenever G; contains a ID, subgroup. On the other hand if G; does 
4e(G) 
not contain such a subgroup then (G,. G;) contains no properly positioned D,(c,, sub- 
group (if a and h are involutions generating a properly positioned IEJ, subgroup then 
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<ab, bt > is a [ID, subgroup in Gl ). Then (G, G’ ) does not have type (3) and as (G, G + ) clearly 
IGI 
satisfies condition (/Cd) it follows that I(G, G’) = - 
2e(G) 
whenever Gi does not contain 
aD r(G;) subgroup. 
Example 2. Consider the index two pair (G, G’) = (Z., A,) where X:. and A, are the 
symmetric and alternating groups on n letters, n > 3. First suppose that 2’ + 1 < n < 2&+’ 
for some integer k > 1. Then r(G,) = 2’. Choose elements 
.‘Ct = (1 2k)(2 2k - 1) . * . (I”-’ zk-’ + 1)(2’ + 1 Zk + 2) 
y, = (2’ + 1 2k + 2) 
&=(l 2 3.‘. 2’)(2k + 1 2’ + 2). 
The element & has order 2’, is in G’ = A,. and is inverted when conjugated by xk. Thus the 
involutions xk, y k, xkzk which are in G2 - G: give a 3-edge cycle in T(Gz, G:) whose labels 
n! 
are 2.2, and e(Gr). It follows that (C,, A,) has type(z) and that 1(X,, A,) = - 
4e&) 
for these 
values of n. Now suppose that n equals 2’ or 2’ + 1 for some k > 1. Then 
e(Gz) e(G:) = 2’-’ = z so (X:,. A,) cannot have type (x). However the elements xk_ r, yk_ L, 
e(Gr )
xk- I&-, do provide a cycle in T(Gz, G;) with an odd number of 2 edges so that 
(C,, A,) has type (/I). So in this case I(E:n, A,) = &. To specifically identify the stable 
n 
genus incrcmcnt for thcsc pairs we mention that ~(1~) = n pt’““pcn’l where [ ] dcnotcs 
I P prhrl 
the grcatcst integer function. 
Example 3. Let e 2 4 bc a power of 2. The automorphism group of Z, has a unique 
Z, x Zz subgroup. Let G be the scmidirect product Q§D, = Z,o(ZL x Z,) formed using 
this subgroup. Thus we have 
G=QsKD c = (u, b,sld = bZ = sz = I,ab = u r/2-LIu~ = q-l sb = hs). 
Note that G has seven index two subgroups since ff,(G; Z,) 2 Z!:. They arc: 
(a, b), (a, bs), (a, s), (u2, s, ah), (u2. bs, as), (a2, b, as>. (a2, s, b). 
To determine whether any of these index two pairs has type (rl) or type (81) there is a general 
procedure which may be applied: 
Suppose G is a 2-group. Let (D(G) be the kernel of the projection G + H ,(G; E2). This 
subgroup-the “Frattini subgroup” of G-is the intersection of all of the index two 
subgroups of G. Let f(G, O(G)) be the labelled graph obtained using involutions in 
G - Q(G) as vertices in the same way as before, and let T(G, O(G))/G be the quotient 
under the G-action on that graph. If G’ is an index two subgroup of G then the graph 
T(G. G’)/G+ (which is the same as T(G, G’)/G) occurs as a subgraph of T(G, @(G))/G; it 
is the full subgraph spanned by the involutions in G - G+. 
Returning to our example G = Q&D,, observe that O(G) = (a’) and there are four 
conjugacy classes of involutions in G - O(G). The labelled graph T(G, @(G))/G is depicted 
in Fig. 1, although for simplification we have only drawn one of the edges between each pair 
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I-(G. @(G)),‘G T(G. (a. b>)/<a. 6)
Fig. 1. 
of vertices. For each of the index two subgroups G’ listed above, we now consider the 
appropriate full subgraph. In Fig. I the subgraphs for the first and second subgroups in the 
list are also given. When G’ = (a, b) there is a cycle in the graph with an odd number of 
e edges, whereas when CC = (a, bs) there is not. Checking the remaining possibilities it is 
readily seen that only the first and fourth of the listed subgroups give index two pairs of 
IGI 
type (2). Thus I(G. G’) = 4c(~) = I if G’ = (u, b) or (a’. s. ub), so these index two pairs 
act on all but finitely many surfaces. The remaining five pairs (G, G’) must have 
IGI I(G,G+)=-= 
2e( G) 
2 by Corollary 3.4. Thcsc index two pairs act on almost all surfaces 
with odd genus (and none with even genus). 
3R. Proof of Theorem 3.1. In the previous section WC disrcgardcd a key point: for the 
stable genus increment I (G. G ’ ) to exist it is ncccssary that C(G. G ’ ) # 0. Before proving 
this WC dcscribc the basic framework for studying orientation reversing actions. 
Given a connected good orbifold 0, denote the orientation subgroup of its fundamental 
group by n~b(U)C. Let 4 be a G-action on a connected oricntable surface whose orbifold 
quotient is 0. If A:nl;lb(0) -, G is the epimorphism corresponding to 4 then the orientation 
subgroup for 4 is J.(n’;‘b(0)+). Conversely, if U is a good orbifold then a homomorphism 
A:n;lb(0) 4 G which injects on local groups determines a (G, G+)-action on an orientable 
surface exactly when A-‘(G’) = JZ~~(O)‘. 
LEMMA 3.5. If (G, G+ ) is an index two pair then there is un orientation reversing G-action 
on a surfuce with orientation subgrorip G+. 
Proo/: Choose an epimorphism A: F, -+ G+ where F, is a free group of rank r, and 
extend it to an epimorphism 2:: F,, r + G. Let 3 be a nonorientable 3-dimensional handle- 
body of genus r + I obtained by adding a nonorientable l-handle to an orientable 
handlebody V of genus r. We identify n,(V) c A,(?) with F, c F,+,. By construction 
i-.‘(G+) = n,(V)’ and so 1 determines a (G, G’)-action on an orientable handlebody. 
Restricting to the boundary surface gives an element of C(G, CC). cl 
LEMMA 3.6. Let 0 be a good closed connected 2-orbgold. Let J.:nfb(0) 4 G be 
a homomorphism which induces an injection on each local subgroup of z;‘~(O) and satisfies 
A-‘(G+) = xyb(0)‘. Then f(G. G+) dioides IG((l - fx(0)). 
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Proof The homomorphism I determines a G-action $ on a (possibly disconnected) 
surface whose orientation subgroup contains G’. If 4EC(G, G’) then $#$EC(G, G+), so 
the computation of Lemma 2.1 applies to complete the proof. cl 
We now start on the proof of Theorem 3.1. Let (G, G+) be an index two pair. Let 
A = {p} be the set of prime divisors of IGI, and write ICI = n p’c, r(G) = n pep and 
f(G, G+) = np’ p where all products are taken over A. If p is odd, or if p = 2 and 2” divides 
e(G’), then let r be the 2-orbifold which is a sphere with two cone points whose orders are 
peP and let i. be a monomorphism from n?*(P) to G’. If p = 2 and 2” does not divide e(G’) 
then let 15 be the projective plane with one cone point whose order is 2’z-1 and let i be 
a monomorphism from ny*(c) z Zz=z to G with i.- ‘(G+) = rty*(P)+. In all cases x(0) = -$ 
so that p” divides pkpwe p by Lemma 3.6. Therefore I(G, G’ ) divides H. By Corollary 1.5 it 
e(G) 
IGI IGI 
follows that I(G, G’) equals - - 
IGI 
or -. We will break the remainder of the proof 
4e(G)’ 2e(G) e(G) 
into four steps: (1) If (GZ, G: ) has type (1) then I(G. G+) equals G: (2) If(G2, G:) has 
type (/?) then I (G, G’ ) divides J$srrr(G,G+)=~ 
Ze(G)’ 
then (G2, Gf ) has type(z); (4) If 
I(Gz, G,C) has type (7) then I(G, G’) = -$$. 
For convcnicncc WC write e2 = e(GZ) in tho following. 
(I) Suppose that (G2, G: ) has type (2). Then thcrc is a cycle in r(G2. G: )/Gi which has an 
odd number of e2 cdgcs. Let x,, x2, . . . ,_Y, bc the involutions in G2 - Gi representing the 
vcrticcs of this cycle and Ict/, bc the order of xix, + , , I 5 i < n. WC know that x, = yx, y- ’ 
for some LEG,’ and that an odd number of thej;‘s equal e2. Let Cl be the nonorientablc 
orbifold which is a mirrored disk with n - I corners whose orders aref, ,f2,. . . ,jn _, and 
with one cone point of order I= JyJ. Observing that n;‘“(0) is given by 
n”l’“(cJ) = (X,, x2,. . . ,x,, YjXf = Y’= 1,(X,X*+*)/’ = I,X, = YX, Y-l> 
it is readily checked that the homomorphism A:ny*(o) -+ G2 given by J+(Xi) = XI and 
i.( Y) = y satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.6. Since x(0) = - g where M is an odd 
2 
. Therefore the 2-primary part of 
I(G. C’) divides 
IGI ICI -, and we conclude that I (G, G + ) = - 
4r(G) 4e(G)’ 
(2) Next suppose that (G,, G:) has type (8). We consider four cases. 
(i) (G, G+) has type (PI) or (p2c) but not (P2a). In this case there are involutions 
x1.x2,. . . I &EC2 - CL’ whcrej;: = 1x,x,+, I is at most : for I < i < n and an odd 
number of theJ’s equal 7, and an element y E G; with order I 5 $ which satisfies 
yx, y- ’ = x,. Let 0 bc the mirrored disk with n - I corners whose orders are 
j-1.. * * .L-L and with one cone point of order 1. Then ny*(C1) has a presentation as 
given in (I) above and we define J:ny’(P) + G in the same way. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
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(G, G ‘) has type (82a). In this case there are involutions x1, x2 E Gz - G: with 
IxIx21 = e2. Let 0 be the mirrored disk with two comer points whose orders are 
both e2. Then K”;~((?) = (X,,X2JX: = Xt = (X,X,)c* = 1) z IID,, and we define 
;I:n~b(s) ~ G by I = Xi. 
(G, G’) has type (p2b). In this case there are elements y,, y2, y.,eG+ with 
yly2y3 = 1 and with orders II, 12, Ia of which an odd number equal e2. Let Q be the 
2-sphere with three cone points whose orders are I,, l2 and I,. Then 
IK;‘~(~) = ( Y,, Y2, YJ 1 Yfi = 1, Yr Y2 Y, = 1) and we define R by i( Yi) = yi. 
(G, G+) has type ()!?2d). There is an involution XE G2 - G: and an element YE G: 
so that Iyl = e2 and I= Ixyxy-‘1 < 2. Let 0 be a mirrored disk with one corner 
2 
point whose order is 1 and one cone point whose order is e2. Then 
a”;b(C) = (X,, x2. YIX: = Xi = r’ = 1, (X1X2)’ = 1,X2 = YX, Y-l) and we 
define J. by i(X,) = x, A(X,) = yxy-’ and A(Y) = y. 
In each of the four cases we have constructed an orbifold 0 and a homomorphism A: 
~f’~(0) + G and it is not hard to check that the hypotheses of Lemma 3.6. hold. Since 
x(O) = -E where AI is an odd integer it follows that the 2-primary part of I(G, G+) 
divides - IG’ implying that f(G G’) divides lG’ 
2e(G)’ 
, 
2e(Gj 
IGI 
(3) Now suppose that f(G, GC) divides -. 
4e(G) 
Then thcrc is a (G, G ‘)-action on an 
ICI 
oricntablc surface of genus y = N - 
4r(G) 
f I whcrc N is odd. This induces a (G2, G: )-action 
M 
on the surface of genus y and there is an orbifold 0 with x(O) = - - 
24G2) 
whcrc M is odd, 
and a homomorphism A.:rt;lb(0) -+ G2 which injects each local subgroup and satisfies 
,I-‘(GZ+) = r~‘;‘~(o’)‘. Since the only local subgroups of order 2r(G,) correspond to corners 
of order e(G2) on 0, the orbifold must have an odd number of corners with order e(G2). In 
particular 0 contains a mirror cycle C with an odd number of corners of order e(G2). This 
mirror cycle induces a subgroup of ayb(@) which has the presentation 
(X,, Xz,. . . ,x,, Ylx: = Y’= 1,(X,X,+,)” = 1,X” = YX, Y-1) 
where f,, . / s.1 II-, arc the orders of the corners of C and Y is represented by a loop parallcl 
to C in 8. Now 1(X,), . . . , 1(X,) describes a loop in r(G2, G:) with an odd number of 
edges labelled e(G,) and thus (G, Gt ) has type (a). 
(4) Finally suppose that (G,, G,‘) has type (y) and that (G, G’) acts on a surface of genus y. 
We will show that y = I 
( ‘“7 
mod eo . This implies that I(G, G+) = -$$ and completes the 
proof of the theorem. Consider the (G,, G;)-action on the surface, its orbifold quotient 
0 and the corresponding homomorphism A:n;lb(0) -+ G2 which injects on local groups and 
satisfies /2-‘(G:) = nyb(C)‘. Then y = I - 7 x(O), so the goal is to show that 
x(0) = - E where M is even. In the fundamental group of the orbifold 0 there are the 
following types ofelemcnts: Y,. each represented by a loop which is parallel to thejth mirror 
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cycle of (?‘; Sk, each of which is represented by a loop around a cone point of order IS,I; 
A,, Bt, each of these pairs corresponds to a handle on the underlying surface IG I; I’,,,, each of 
which corresponds to a crosscap on ICI. These elements are subject to the relation 
and their images under E. will be denoted by the respective lower-case letters. (Thus 
A( Yj) = Yj and so on.) Let us first assume that e(G,‘) = 7. Then e has no corners or cone 
points of order e,. Since (/II) fails to hold (as (G,, G;) has type (7)) each mirror cycle of 
0 has an even number of corner points of order F and it follows that x(C) = - E where 
M is an even integer. This completes the proof in this case and henceforth we assume that 
e(G:) = ez. By the failure of (b2b) we know that G; has type B. Also, C: has no corners of 
order ez as (p2a) fails to hold. Let E: Gi -+ Zz be the homomorphism whose kernel consists 
of elements of order less than ez. Then 
0 = &(n Yj n St n C~I* b,] n ai] = 1 E( Yj) + C E(s~) = NI + N2 
where N, equals the number of Yj’S with lYj/ = c2 and Nz equals the number of sir’s with 
lslrl = ez. Thus Nz is the number of cone points of order e2 in (r, and we shall show below 
that N, is congruent mod 2 to the number of corners with order 7. Since N, + N2 = 0 
(mod 2) this implies that the number of cone points of order c2 plus the number of corners of 
order ? is cvcn. Conscqucntly x(C) = - 14f whcrc M is cvcn, as dcsircd. To complete the 
e2 
proof as indicated, WC will now show that yi has order e2 if and only if the jth mirror cycle of 
0 contains an odd number of corners of order ‘f. If y, has order less than e2 then y, is an 
element of 2 and the jth mirror cycle has an even number of: corner points since (82~) 
does not hold. For the convcrsc, suppose that ly,l = e2. If the jth mirror cycle of 0, has 
corners of orders j’, , . . . ,/;I_, then there arc involutions X,, . . . , X,onyb(0) - rtyb(0)’ 
with (X,X,+,)l’ = I for 1 s i < n and X, = Y,X, Yi’. Let xi = 1(X,). Then 
XIX” = x,y,x,y;’ has order /. = y since (jI2d) fails. Now consider the sequence of 
involutions {x,, . . . , xnr x,} in G2 - G; . This determines a cycle in 17G2, G: ) whose 
labels arefr, . . . ./.. By the failure of (fi2c) an even number of these labels equal 7. There- 
fore, an odd number of/, , . . . , fn_ , equal 7 and the jth mirror cycle has an odd number of 
2 corner points. 
2 
cl 
3C. Actions whose orientarion 2-s~thyro~rp is uhelian. Consider an index two pair (G, G l ) 
where Gf is abelian. Let r be the involutory automorphism of G,’ (possibly trivial) which is 
induced by conjugation by an elcmcnt of G2 - G,‘. Let C, = {g~G:Ir(g) = g-‘}. this is 
a subgroup of G,’ . If C, has type B let yr: G; + C,/c, z E2 be the homomorphism defined 
by yl(g) = s(g)g-‘c. If G2 - Gf contains no involution then f(G, G’) is determined by 
Corollary 3.2, otherwise we have: 
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THEOREM 3.7. Let (G, G’) be an index Iwo pair where Gz is abelian and G2 - Gf 
contains an incolution. 
(a) f(G, G+) = s) if e(C,) = e(G:) and either (i) C, has type A, or (ii) C, has type 
B and yr is surjectire. 
(b) ,,,,G+,=-$+ $ e(G;) = e(GL) = 2e(C,), C, and G; hate rype B, and 
kerb,) = 3. 
(4 I(G, G+ 1 = & if(G,. G:) satisfies neither condition (a) nor condition (b). 
Proof: Let t be an involution in G2 - G,‘. If g is an element of C, then tg is also an 
involution in Gz - G;. In fact the correspondence a:gt+ tg forms a bijection between 
C, and the vertices of I- = r(G2, G,‘) (which are the involutions in G1 - Gf). The edge 
from o(g,) to a(g,) in r is labelled by (tg,fg21 = (5(g1)g2( = (g;lgz(. In addition the 
involutions o(g,) and a(gr) are conjugate by hEG; if and only if g2 = r(h)h-‘g,. This 
shows that if H is a subgroup of G2 then the vertices of T/H are in one-to-one correspond- 
ence with the group C,/(s(g)g-‘lg~ H). 
We first prove (a). Suppose that the condition (a)(i) holds. Then C,, having type A, 
contains elcmcnts u and h with 1~1 = lh[ = lrrhl = e(C,) = e(G; ). The involutions a( I) = 1. 
a. rr(h- ‘) form a cycle in r all three of whose cdgcs arc labcllcd by c>(G; ), Thus (Gz, G; ) 
has type ((x) or (/II) ofThcorcm 3.1 and I(G. G’) = 
IGI 
y. Now suppose that condition (a) 
4e(G + ) 
(ii) holds. Choose g E ( ;E with yr(.c/) # 0. Then t(g)g-‘#c so Ir(g)g-‘1 = e(C,) = ~a((;;). 
The edge in f from t to a(r( g)cg- ‘) has order r(G; ) and its endpoints arc conjugate by g. 
IGI 
Thus T/Gf has a loop with label r(G;) and again I(G, G’ ) = -. 
4r(G + ) 
We next show that I(G, G + ) s 
IGI - when the condition given in (b) does not hold. If 
2e(G ’ ) 
e(G:) < e(G,) then I(G, G+) 5 !!?- = - 
ICI 
e(G) 2e(G l )’ 
so assume that e(G;) = e(G2). We will 
show that (G,, G: ) has type (p2). Given that the condition in (b) does not hold, one of the 
following five possibilities occurs: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
e(C,) = e(G:). In this case there is a properly positioned DJ,,~,, subgroup and (P2a) 
holds. 
e(G,) 
2e(C,) c e(G:). Let gEG: have order e(G,). Then Itgtg-‘I = Ir(g)g-“I < Z(since 
r(g)g- ’ E C,) and (P2d) holds. 
G; has type A. Then (/?2b) holds. 
2e(C,) = e(G2+ ) and C, has type A. There are a, b E C, with Ial = 161 = (abl = e(C,) and t, 
ta, tb-’ give a cycle in I-, showing that (p2c) holds. 
2e(C,) = e(G; ), C, and G; have type B and ker(y,) # s. There is gE Gi - 2 with 
Y,(Y) = 0. Then r(g)g-‘EC,. IYI 
e(G) = e(Gz) and Irgrg-‘1 = Ir(g)g-‘1 < e(C,) = y 
which shows that (/?2d) holds. 
Thus in all cases ([E) holds as claimed. 
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The remainder of the proof is based on the following claim. Note that e(C’,) is the largest 
label among all edges of I-. 
CLAM Suppose C, has type B. If H is a subyroup of Gz and y,(H) = 0 then any cycle in 
T,‘H has an ewn number of dyes labelled e(C,). 
Proof of Cluim. Recall that the vertices of T/H are in I- 1 correspondence with 
C,l(~(y)y-‘ILJEH). Since y,(H) = 0 it follows that (T(LJ)Y-‘IYEH] cc. Let F1 be the 
subgraph of T/H spanned by the vertices corresponding to c/{r( y)yelIy~ H). Let r2 be 
the disjoint subgraph spanned by the vertices corresponding to C, - c/{T(y)y- ' 1 YE H 1. 
The grouping into r, and Tz thus partitions the vertices of T/H. 
If (1 and b are elements which are both in c or both in C, - c then u-‘b~~ and the 
edge of r from O(U) to a(h) is labelled by Ja- ’ 61 < e(C,). This implies that no edge in either 
I-, or Tz is labelled by P(C,). On the other hand, ifaEc and bEC, - c then ad1 b#< and 
the edge from a(~) to a(h) is labelled by In-‘6 I = e(C,). Hence an edge running from r, to 
r2. or vice-versa, must have label e(C,). Since any cycle in r/H has an even number of edges 
which lie in neither r, nor Tz, the Claim follows. Cl 
IGI 
WC now show that I(G. G’ ) 2 ~ 
2c(G ’ ) 
when the conditions given in (a) fail to hold. 
lndccd if c(C,) = c(Gf ), C, has type B and yl is trivial then we may apply the Claim with 
If = c;; to conclude that (G2, Gf ) has ncithcr type (z) nor type (/II), and 
I(;1 
I((;, G + ) 2 II_ 
2c( G + ) . 
On the other hand if c(C,) < e(Gi ) then thcrc is no properly posi- 
IGI 
tioncd Drcci ;, subgroup and again I((;, G ’ ) 2 -, 
2c(G + ) 
To complctc the proof WC will verify (b). Suppose that e(Gf ) = e(Gz) = 2e(C,), C, and 
..- .- 
G; have type 13 and k~r(y,) = G;. It is immediate that (G2, G;) does not have type (2). 
(/lb) or ( /I%). Applying the Claim with tf = c,* also rules out type (112~). If :IE Gi - G; 
then Itytg-‘1 = Is(g'1 = e(G1) since y,(y) # 0 and this shows that (/12d) dots not hold. 
IGI 
We conclude that (G,, Gi) has type (7) and f(G, G’) = -. 
e(G+) 
cl 
E.wtnplr. Let If be a finite abelian group and (G, G’) = (Dih(ff), H) where 
Dih(lf) = tf d _,hl is the generalized dihedral group over H. Then H, = Hz = G,‘, 
and if I-f, has type B then yr is trivial (r(y)y-' = Y-'E~). It follows that 
ICI 
f(G, G’) = - = 
IHI IHI 
4e(G + ) 
- if If has type A, and otherwise f(G, G’) = - 
Zr(lf) e(H)* 
COROLLARY 3.8. fj‘(G, G’) is un itufex IWO puir und G2 is ubrlian then 
(a) I(G, G’) = - lG’ ifG2=Z;jitrsotnes>2 
4r(G+) - 
(b) f(G. G l ) = -$$ i/(G2, G;) 3 (Z, x Z, x A. ZIIL x&x A)rvhere2<15;eand 
e(A) < e. 
lG’ (c) f(G. G’ ) = - 
~c(G + ) 
in 011 ofher cuxF . ‘.. 
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Prooj: We first consider the case where F(G2, G; ) # Qr so that Theorem 3.7 applies. In 
this case T is the trivial automorphism on G2+ and C, = Gi [2]( = (g~Gl 1g2 = 1)). In 
addition ye is the trivial homomorphism and neither condition (a)($ nor condition (b) of 3.7 
IGl can hold. It follows that I(G, G’) = - 
k(G+) 
when condition (a)(i) holds, and otherwise 
f(G, G+) = IGI -. If G,’ = 1 then I(G, G’ ) equals IGI 
2e(G+) 
-(since C, has type B), so we may 
2e(G+) 
assume that Gf # 1 (and also C, f 1). Thus condition (a)(i) holds if and only if 
e(G;) = e(C,) = 2 and C, has type A. From this we conclude that G: = G;[2] = C, 2 h: 
where s > 1 (Z; has type B if and only if s < 1). Therefore G2 z Zi” since there is an 
involution in G2 - G:. 
Now consider the case where F(G, G’) = 0. By Corollary 3.2,1(G, G’) equals either 
ICI IGI - or - and it equals the latter if and only if e(GT) = e(Gr) and G: has type B. 
2e(G’) e(G+) 
Putting e = e(G:) = e(G,) we may write (Cr. G2+) z (EI x Z, x A, HI/Z x Z, x A). Then 
f’(G2. G;) = 0 if and only if 1 > 2, and G; has type B if and only if e(A) < e. 0 
3D. Index two pairs which act on almost all surfaces. In this discussion an important 
role is played by the 2-groups which contain a cyclic subgroup of index two. These groups 
are well-known to be: Z,; Z2 x Z,; 119,; Q,; SD,; or QQ, (see for example Theorem 4.1 of 
[12]). Here e is a power of 2 and it is the exponent of each of these groups. 
The quatcrnion group is 
Q=(a,bla’= l,ab=a-‘,b*=a~‘*) 
where e > 2, the semidihedral group is 
SD, = (a,bla”= bZ = I,ab = d2+l) 
where e > 4, and the quasidihedral group is 
f&lb, = (a,b(a’= b2 = l,ab = u”~-‘) 
where e > 4. With the exception of Z,, each of these groups G has order 2e and contains 
three subgroups G+ of index two (H, (G; Z,) z Z2 x a,). In each case it can be checked that 
the isomorphism type of (G, G+) is determined by the isomorphism type of G+. So, for 
example, it makes sense to write (E2 x Z,, Z,) even though B2 x Z, contains two B, sub- 
groups. There are three additional groups which will be important for us, each contains 
a cyclic subgroup of index four. These are H2 x ID,, QSD, (e z 2) which was described in 
Example 3 of $3A, and QQD, (e > 2) which is defined by 
QQD, = (a, s, flu* = s2 = I,d = a-‘, u’ = a,? = s, t2 = &)* 
(Note that QQD, is a quotient of D, x H,.) Each of these groups has exponent e (a power 
of 2), order 4e, and seven subgroups of index two. Again it can be checked that the 
isomorphism type of (G, G+) is dctcrmined by that of G+. 
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THEOREM 3.9. Let G be a 2-group. An index two pair (G, G’) acts on almost every 
orientable surface if and only if it is isomorphic to one of the following nine pairs. 
(type 4 V2 x De, De). @SD,, QD,), (QpQ119,, as )
(type 8) 6 x L L), (Q., U (SD,, Z,), (D,, Dci2), (QD,, q2) 
(we 7) (L iL2)_ 
Proof Let (G, G’) be an index two pair of 2-groups with I (G, G’ ) = 1, and let e = e(G). 
If (G, G+) has type (‘i) then I(G, G’) = $-! (by Theorem 3.1) and so lGl = e. Therefore 
(G, G’) z (Z,, Z,,,) which does have type (7) and the proof is complete in this case. 
Now we consider the case where (G, G+) has type (jl). Then 1(G, G+) = g which 
implies that lGl = 2e and G has a cyclic subgroup of index two. Thus we may assume that 
G is one of the five groups: Z, x Z, = (a, bja’ = bZ = 1, a* = a); D, = (a, bla’ = b* = 1, 
abEa-’ ); Q,: SD,; or QD,. 
Let us first suppose that e(G+) = e. and hence G’ = Z,. If G = Q, then G - G+ 
contains no involution and (G. G’) has type (7) by Corollary 3.2. In each of the remaining 
four cases G - G’ does contain an involution and Theorem 3.7 applies. Thus (G, G+) has 
type (/I) if and only if condition (b) of 3.7 fails (here e(G+) = e = flGl so (a) cannot hold). 
Let G’ bc gcncratcd by y. Then condition (b) holds when C, = (g2) and y,(g) # 0, or, 
equivalently, r(s2) = g- 2 but r(q) # .cl-‘(C, = (g’)). and s(y) = y2’*’ where i is 
odd (yJ.cl) # 0). It is readily seen that this is true if and only if r(g) = Y(~‘~‘-’ so that 
G = Z,n, Z2 = QD,. Thercforc we have shown that for each of the remaining four groups, 
(G. Z,) has type (/j) cxccpt when G = QD,. 
Next we suppose that e(G * ) = ;. Then (G. Gt ) has type (/I) if and only if T(G, G’)/G 
has a cycle with an odd number of f edges. For each of the five possibilities for G we 
consider T(G, O(G))/G as in Example 3 of $3A. (In each case Q(G) z Z,,2.) When G = Q,, 
l-(G, O(G)) = 0; the remaining cases are pictured in Fig. 2. By inspection (G, G’) has 
type (/I) when G = [[D, and b# G+ or ub# G+, and when G = QD, and b# G+. This 
yields the index two pairs (UIJ,, [ID,,,) and (QD_ Qpc,2) and completes our consideration of 
the type (8) case. 
We now turn to the case where (G, G+) has type (a). In this case lGl = 4e. Moreover since 
there is a properly positioned ED, subgroup we can find elements t EG - G+ of order two 
and LEG+ of order e with a’ = a- l. In particular G+ contains a cyclic subgroup of index 
two, and G+ is one of the four groups: D,; Q,; SD,; QD,. (By Corollary 3.3, G + has type 
2, x 2. Q* =Q. QQ, 
Fig. 2. 
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2 
a*‘% 
A 4 4 
w. x z,. D.) 
Fig. 3. 
AandsoG’#H2 xZ,unlesse=2,but,fore= 2, Zz x Z, = ED,.) We consider these four 
possibilities eparately. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
G’ = D, = (a, bla’ = bz = 1, a* = a-‘). In this case we have a’ = (I-’ and b’ = a’b for 
some i. Observe that (hr)* = u-’ which would have order 2e if i were odd. Thus i is even 
since e(G) = e. Putting s = a”*br, it follows that G = (a, b) x (s) 2 EJ, x Zz. That is, 
(G, G+) 2 (D, x Z,, !I,). By inspection of Fig. 3 we see that this pair does in fact have 
type (a). 
Gt=Q,=(a.h~a’=I,ab=u~‘,hZ=u”2).Thcncr’=a~1andh’=a’hforsomci. 
Again (IM)~ = (I-’ and i must be even. If s = a’12r and u = ~*‘~ht then 
G = (~1. s, u) z QUIPaD,. So (G, G+) 2 (QQD,, Q,). Inspection of Fig. 3 shows that 
I(G, G+) = 1. 
G’ = SIB, = (a,hla’= h2 = I, u* = u(~‘~‘+‘), Then u’ = u-r and WC can write 
b’ = a’h. Since (I.+)* = 1 we set that i cquals 0 or i, By possibly replacing t with ut we 
may assume that i = 0. Then G = (u, h, r) z QSD, and (G, G’) z (QSO,, SIB,). In 
this case (G, G’) does not have type (a) as shown in Example 3 of 93A. 
G+ = QD, = (a. blu’ = 62 = I, a* = utci2’-‘). Then u’ = u-* and b’ = a’6 for some i. 
Since h’ has order two it follows that i is even. Now let s = u-jr where j = i if i z 0 
(mod 4), and j = i - g if i 3 2 (mod 4). Then b’ = b and G = (u, b, s) z QSD,. So 
(G, G’) z (C&D,, OD,) which has type (z) by Example 3 of $3A. 0 
COROLLARY 3.10. An index two pair (C, G’) acts on almost all orientahle surfaces ifund 
only if each odd Sylow subgroup of G is cyclic and (G2, G;) is isomorphic to one of the nine 
pairs given in Theorem 3.9. 
Proo/: From Theorem 3.1 it follows that I(G, G’) = I(C2, Gi)n -$$ where the 
product is taken over all odd prime divisors p of ICI and G, is the Sylow p-suPbgroup of C. 
Then I(G, G+) = 1 if and only if IG,) = e(G,) for each odd prime p and I(G2, G;) = 1. The 
corollary follows. 0 
A characterization of many of the groups G that satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary 3.10 
may be found in 96.1 of [IS] and in Corollary 6.4 of [8]. 
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4. ACTIONS ON NONORIE?iiABLE SURFACES 
Let f(G) be the stable genus increment for the complete family c(G) of G-actions on 
connected nonorientable surfaces. In this section we compute r(G). The technique also 
yields a determination of the stable genus increment of the subfamily c(G; 9) where 9 is 
a collection of subgroups of G which is closed under conjugation and passage to subgroups. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let 0 be a good closed connected 2-orbifold. Suppose there is a homomor- 
phism n:nyb(C) -, G which restricts to an injection on each local subgroup of x”;~(cI). Then 
f(G) divides IGI(1 - ix(Q). 
Proof: The proof is exactly the same as the proof of Lemma 2.1 except that in this case 
0 need not be orientable. 0 
THEOREM 4.2. 
i 
IGI . 
- 
de(G) 
rf Gz contains a dihedral subgroup of order 2e(G2) 
f(G) = 
IGI 
- 
2e(G) 
if Gz does not contain a dihedral subgroup of order 2e(G2). 
Prouj: Consider the prime divisors A = {p} of 21 GI. Write 1 GI = n p’p, e(G) = n pep, 
and r(G) = n p’ p whcrc all products arc taken over A. (Note that lz may equal - I.) If p is 
odd, Ict 0 be the 2-orbifold which is the projective plane with one cone point whose order is 
P ‘p. Then x’;‘~(C;) is isomorphic to Z2,,+ and we dcfinc J.: x;‘~(P) -+ G to restrict to an 
isomorphism on E,.. and to send the order two elcmcnt to I. If p = 2. Ict 0 be the 2-orbifold 
which is the mirrored 2-disk with one cone point whose order is 2”. Then nyb(0) is 
isomorphic to Z2 x Hr., and we define l:no,‘b(~) + G by (I, O)t-*a?“-’ and (0, I)t*a where 
aE G has order 2”. In either case L is injective on local groups and x(0) = g. By Lemma 
4.1 r(G) divides IGl(l - ix(O)) = $(2p’p - 1). Therefore p’p divides pk~-‘~ for each odd 
p and 2” divides 2 kz-rz-‘. 
IGI It follows that f(G) divides - 
2e(G) 
and from Corollary 1.5 we 
conclude that f(G) equals either IGI IGI 
-Or-. 2e(G) 
Now suppose that G contains a dihedral subgroup of order 2e(G,) = 2”+l. Let 0 be the 
2-orbifold which is the mirrored 2-disk which has three corner points whose orders are 2”, 
2, and 2. Then nyb(0) z Z2 x ID,., and there is a homomorphism J.:nyb(0) + G which is 
injective on local groups. Also x(8) = -&. By Lemma 4.1 f(G) divides 
IGl(l - $x(O)) = $$(2”+z - 1). it follows from this that T(G) divides 
IGI - and the proof 
4e(G) 
is complete for this case. 
Finally suppose that G does not contain a dihedral subgroup of order 2”. For (b in e(G), 
the local subgroups of rryb(S(&/& are either cyclic or dihedral and they are isomorphic to 
subgroups of G. The orders of these groups divide e(G) since otherwise there would be 
a dihedral subgroup in G whose order was divisible by 2c’+’ which would yield a D,,- 
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subgroup in G. Therefore y(S($),‘@) is an integral multiple of - --& and f(G) = - “I by 
2e(G) 
Lemma 1.4. n 
In [8] the family C,,,(G) consisting of orientation preserving G-actions on orientable 
surfaces which extend to G-actions on a handlebody was studied, and its stable genus 
increment derived. Comparing that result with the above shows that /(C,,,(G)) = 2f(G). We 
will sketch out a direct connection between these stable increments. Let C’ be the subfamily 
of c(G) consisting of G-actions $ for which each mirror cycle (if any) of the orbifold quotient 
S(4)/4 has exactly 3 corners whose orders are 2, 2. and n where n 2 2. There is a function 
from 5’ to C,,,(G) given by lifting r#~ to an orientation preserving G-action on the orientable 
double covering of S(4). It is not hard to see that the resulting action extends to a handle- 
body since its branch points occur in cancelling pairs and in triples with indices (2.2, n). This 
function gives a bijection from f? to its image C”,, in C,,,(G) which doubles the intervals 
between genera of the associated surfaces and therefore doubles the stable genus increment. 
It can bc observed that the subfamilies C’ and Cbx, have the same stable genus increment as 
the respective families C(G) and C,,,(G) that contain them. (For example, all four of those 
families arc “inductive f;tmilies” and the results of the next section apply to derive their 
stable genus incrcmcnts). 
If .P is ;I collection of subgroups of G which is closed under conjugation and undor 
passage to subgroups. the constructions used in proving Thcorcm 4.2 can bc directly 
modiN to dctcrminc the stable genus incrcmcnt F(G; .P) for the complctc family C(G: 9) 
of C(G)-actions with isotropy subgroups in .F. Dctinc the cxponcnt e(.F_) of .P to bc the 
Icast common multiple of all clcmcnts of u .F’, and dcfinc .Fi to bc thc subcollcction 
consisting of all 2-groups in 9. 
TIII:OKI:M 4.3. 
5. INDUCTIVE FAX11LIFS OF G-ACTIONS 
The exponent e(G) of the group G depends only on the Sylow subgroups of G since 
e(G) = nr(G,) whcrc the product is taken over the prime divisors of IGl. From this the 
thcorcms of the last three sections imply that the stable genus incrcmcnt for the families 
C(G) and C(G) dcpcnd only on the Sylow subgroups of G, and the stable genus increment 
for C(G, G ‘) and for C(G; K) dcpcnd only on the Sylow subgroups of the relevant pair. In 
this section WC dcscribc a gcncral condition under which an arbitrary family of G-actions 
has this same property. 
The concepts of extension and restriction of actions, which WC shall now dcscribc. will 
play a key role. Let If be a subgroup of G and suppose that 4 is an H-action on a connected 
surface S. Consider a corresponding homomorphism i.,: rry”(S/4) -+ II with kernel n,(S) as 
dcscribcd in Lemma 1.1. The composition with the inclusion I:CI cz G gives a homomor- 
phism ri.,:n’;‘D(S/~~) - G which, by Lemma 1.1. dctcrmincs a G-action on S x G/H. The 
resulting G-action is called the cxtcnsion of (b to G and WC dcnotc it by r.~r(&). We note that 
&I(& = li., and that esf(+) is uniquely dctermincd up to equivalence (cf. the remark in the 
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proof of Lemma 1.1). Furthermore if 41 and (bz are two H-actions on connected surfaces 
then 
4Xl(O, **2, = r(i.,, P E.4,) = &to*, #&Xl,&) 
which shows that e.xt(4, # dz) is an equivariant connected sum of the G-actions ext(dr ) and 
e.yt(4,); that is to say we may choose exr(~,)#ext(Qr) = e.rt(+, #&J). Now suppose that 
I(/ is a G-action on the surface S. The restriction of 1(1 to H is resH(JI) = CI/IH. Also we define 
4” to be the G-action e.rt(res,,(+)) which is defined on the disconnected surface S. x G/H. 
A nonempty complete family C which is closed under either orientable or nonorientable 
handle addition is said to be an inductive family provided that &J # $” E C whenever 4 and 
$ are in C and H is a subgroup of G. A collection 
{ C,l H < G and CH is a complete family of H-actions closed under handle addition} 
is called an associated collection of families for C provided that the following three 
conditions hold: 
(i) C=C, 
(ii) If $E:Cand $EC’,, then +#ext($)EC 
(iii) If +EC and H < G then res,,(+)ECH. 
Observe that a family C which has an associated collection of families must be inductive. 
Conversely. if C is an inductive family, then there is an associated collection of actions 
obtained by taking C,, to bc a minimal complctc family of H-actions which is closed under 
handle addition and contains res,,($) for each 4 EC. 
The family C(G) is one cxamplc of an inductive family of G-actions. There arc two 
distinct naturally associated collections of familics for it; the collection of minimal complete 
familics obtained by restricting to subgroups as dcscribcd above, and the collection 
(C(ff)lff < Gj. The families of G-actions C(G) and C(G, G ’ ) arc also inductive. Marc 
generally, if C is an inductive family of G-actions and 9 is a set of subgroups of G which is 
closed under conjuglltion and under subgroup inclusion then C(9) will be an inductive 
family with {C(S n ff)jff < G} as one associated collection of familics. 
THEOREM 5.1. f.rt C he un inductive fumily of G-actions und let {C,,IH < G} be an 
associuted collection ojfumilies. Then 
f(C) = n KG&,) 
PEA 
where A is the set of prime dioisors of \G\. 
ProoJ For PEA let I, be the p-primary part of f(C), so that f(C) = flp,Af,. We remark 
that I, divides JG,J since I(C) divides IGl (C is closed under handle addition). 
We first show that I, divides f (C,,). Since Cc, is closed under handle addition we may 
apply Corollary 1.3 to find 4 E Cc, with g(4) z 1 + f(C,+) (mod \G,I). If 9 is a G-action 
then $#exr(4)~C and 
s($#exr(&) - s(+) = CG:G,ldd4 + CG:G,l(IG,I - 1) 
E [G:G,Jf(C,,,)(mod IG,l). 
Since I, divides q(# #ext(4)) - g($), it follows that [G: G,]f (CcP) is a multiple of I,. We 
conclude that I, divides f(CCP). 
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We will now show that I(C,,) divides I,. Combining this with the above implies that 
1, = I(CGP) and the theorem follows immediately. To this end, choose ~EC satisfying 
g(d) z I + I(C) (mod ICI). Such a choice is again possible since C is closed under handle 
addition. Let I,$ be a CGp-action and consider $ #rest CGP. Then 
g(IL #res($)) - g(4) = ~(4) + IG,I - 1 = I(C)(mod lG,I). 
Therefore I(CGp) divides I(C) and. as it is a power of p, it follows that I(CGP) divides I, as 
desired. Cl 
Applying Theorem 5.1 to the inductive families C(G; K), C(G) and C(G, G+) gives the 
results stated in the first paragraph of this section. For other inductive families the theorem 
can provide easy computations of the stable genus increment. The theorem also seems to 
have some interesting connections to finite group theory. As an illustration we use it to 
prove the “Focal Subgroup Theorem” which is usually derived using the transfer homomor- 
phism (cf. [I21 ). If G is a finite group and H is a subgroup then the focal subgroup of H in 
G is defined to be 
FocG(H)= ([h,g]lhEH,gEG,Ch,glEH). 
Notice that Foe,(H) is a normal subgroup of H. 
COROLLARY 5.2. ff G, is a Sylow p-suhyroup of G rhcn FocG(G,) = G’n G,. 
Proc$ The inclusion Foc,;(G,) c G’n G, follows immediately from definitions. To 
prove the rcversc inclusion, Ict S/E G’ n G, and Ict N be the order of .(I (which is a power of 
the prime p). WC dcfinc the family C(G; .y) to consist of all orientation preserving G-actions 
#J on orientable surfaces which satisfy the following: 
(i) each isotropy subgroup of I$ is conjugate in G into ( y), and 
(ii) S(4) has an orientation so that if .x is a point whose isotropy subgroup has order 
N then the elcmcnt of C which gives a rotation through angle + $ is conjugate in 
G to y. 
This is an inductive family of G-actions. An associated family of G,,-actions is C(G,; 
{g’[z~Gj) which consists of G,,-actions $I satisfying properties (i) and (ii). (Note that 
conjugation in (i) and (ii) takes place in the supcrgroup.) By Theorem 5.1 it follows that 
I(C(G;g)), = f(C(C,; (g=IcEGf)). 
Since y E G’ we may construct an orientable orbifold which has exactly one cone point 
(whose order is N) together with an epimorphism from its fundamental group to G carrying 
the homotopy class of a loop around the cone point to g. This epimorphism determines 
a C(G;g)-action which stably allows one to increment the genus of such actions by 
I(C(G; y)),. By the relation between stable genus increments from above, the same in- 
crementation can be achieved for C(G,; {g’IcEGj)-actions. In particular there is an orient- 
able orbifold 0 and an epimorphism 1: nyb(C) 4 G, satisfying the following: 
(I) each cone point of 8 has order dividing N 
(2) the number of cone points with order equaling N is not divisible by p 
(3) IZ;‘~(O) has a presentation of the form (Ai, Bi, S,lSp = 1, n[Ai, Bi] n.5, = 1) where 
each d, divides N and I.@,) is conjugate to g if d, = N and otherwise it is conjugate to 
a power of g. 
TOP 31:2-N 
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Taking the image under L of the relation n [Ai, Bi] n Sj = 1 gives a relation in G, of the 
form 
where L is not divisible by p and each zk is in G. Choosing 1 so that I + L s 0 (mod N) we 
can write 
I+L 
9’ = n [lli, bi] n zkgz;‘. 
k=I 
Now each product of N of the terms zl,gz;’ can be seen to be in Foc,(G& since gN = 1. 
Since [ai, bi] E Foc,(G,) and 1 is relatively prime to N it follows that BE Foc,(G,). Cl 
6. THE STABILITY RANGE 
Let C be a complete family of G-actions. In this section we consider the Hurwitz 
problem for C which is to determine the set of genera g(C) = {y(4)14~C}. In 01 we have 
shown that this is only a finite problem since for some integer N(C) if g 2 N(C) then 
guy if and only ify is congruent o 1 - IGI modulo I(C). In this section we will delineate 
the Hurwitz problem more precisely for the families C(G) and c(G) by giving an actual 
vnluc for N(C). Similar techniques also apply in studying other families. We conclude by 
giving the complete solutions to the Hurwitz problem for the families C(G) and S(G) where 
G is cyclic of prime order. 
LEMMA 6. I. Let C he u completejilmily o/G-actions which is closed under handle addition, 
crnd let go E y(C). Suppose that M is un integer which is relu~ioely prime lo ICI -and thar q(C) 
I(C) 
is closed under addition by MI(C). Then the integer N(C) described in Corollury 1.3 may be 
chosen to be go + M(jGI - f(C)). 
Proo/. Recall that g(C) is closed under addition by IGI as C is closed under handle 
addition. Also note that MI(C) + IGlZ generates the cyclic group I(C)Z/lGlZ. For each 
integer k 2 0 consider the interval [go f kMI(C), go + kMI(C) + ICI]. For k = 0 this 
IGI interval contains at most I(c) - - I integers which are congruent o 1 modulo I(C) but not 
IGI contained in y(C). Inductively the kth interval has at most - - 
I(C) 
I - k integers which are 
congruent o I modulo I(C) but not contained in g(C). Thus we may choose N(C) to be the 
left hand endpoint of the k IGI = - - 1 interval, and the lemma follows. I(c) 0 
THEOREM 6.2. For thefumilies C = C(G) and C = c(G) choose go E g(C). Let p(G) denote 
the number of prime divisors of IGI. Then 
1 s.+lGldWG)( 1 --&) i/G2 has type B (4 N(C(G)) = g0+IGI(MG)+ I)riG)( 1 -&), i/G2hasrypeA 
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(W N(~~:(G)) = 
go + 2,G,p(G)e(G)( 1 -&r i/G2 contains no IL&, subgroup 
go + dlGlp(G)e(C)( 1 - -&), ifG2 contains u DctGz, subgroup 
Proof Let A be the set of prime divisors of IGl, and let e(G) = npcdpCp. In the proof of 
Theorem 2.2 we constructed for each peA an orbifold whose fundamental group locally 
injects into G. Let 0 be the connected sum of those orbifolds; then its fundamental group 
also locally injects into G. By the proof of Lemma 2.1, g(C) is closed under addition by 
IGl(l - ix(@)). It is readily checked that the integer M = &(l - *x(0)) satisfies the 
hypotheses of Lemma 6.1. If G2 has type B then 0 is a sphere with two cone points of order 
p’* for each p E A, and 
Then 
go + MUGI - I(W))) s go + - 
=go+IGJdMG) 
By Lemma 6.1 this last value may be taken to be N(C(G)). When GL has type A then 0 is as 
before except that there are three cone points whose orders are powers of 2. If these powers 
are 2”’ 2”’ 2”’ then 9 , 
x(O)= 2- 2 1 2~p.,(I-~)-~~(l-~)~l-2P~G~+2~~~~1. 
Thus 
M S 24GHpW) + i) ( -&) 1 
and 
go + MUGI - I(W))) 2 go + W3(pG) + f) 
( -&)(l4g 
1 
By Lemma 6.1 this completes the proof of (a). Part (b) is proved in the same way by taking 
the connected sum of the orbifolds constructed in Theorem 4.2. 0 
If G is generated by r elements then G acts freely, preserving orientation on the orientable 
surface with genus (r - 1)/G\ + 1. Thus we can take this value as go in part (a) of the 
theorem. Using this and crude estimates for r, p(G). and e(G) we deduce that N(C(G)) may 
be chosen to be 21G)’ (or smaller). 
We now consider the Hurwitz problem for Zp-actions, p prime. Since Z2 acts on every 
closed surface we will assume that p > 2. 
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PROPOSITION 6.3. Let p > 2 be prime. 
(a) The orientable surface of genus g fails to admit a &-action if and only if g is contained 
in one of the disjoint open intervals { JR)pRzl(o where 
J 
R 
= (j(Rp + 2),f(R + l)(p - 1)) i/R is even 
I (i(Rp - l),$(R + l)(p - 1)) ifR is odd 
(b) The smallest possible oalue for N(C(Z,)) is &p - 3)( p - 1). 
(c) The number of orientable surfaces (up to homeomorphism) which fail to admit Z,,- 
actions is Qp - 3)2. 
Proof. We define closed intervals JZ as follows: 
J, [fR(p - l), f( Rp + 2)] if R is even 
R 
= 
I [fR(p - l),f(Rp - l)] if R is odd. 
Then uRTEO J)R = [O, ~01 - upRzO JR. so we may replace (a) with the equivalent statement: 
gEg(C(Z,)) if and only if gEuz,,,JX. 
Suppose that geg(C(Z,)). Let 4~ C(Z,) have g(4) = g. Then 0 = S(4)/4 is an orient- 
able 2-orbifold with cone points of order p. Let g’ be the genus of the underlying surface 101, 
and let c be the number of cone points of (7. Observe that c 2 0 but also c # 1. We compute 
x(cl) in two ways, x(P’) = 2 - 2g’ - c 
( ) 
1 - f 
1 1 
and ~(0) = ;x(S) = ;(2 - 2~). Combining 
and solving for g gives g = g’ + fR(p - 1) whcrc R = 2g’ - 2 + c 2 0. If R is even then 
0 5 g’ 5 f(R + 2). and thcrcforc iR(p - I) 5 g 5 f(Rp + 2). If R is odd then c is odd and 
c 2 3, which implies that 0 5; g’ 5; i(R - I) and f( R(p - I)) 5 g I; f(Rp - I). In either 
case HE JX. 
Convcrscly, suppose that g is in JX for some REZ,,. Put g’ = g - fR(p - I) and 
c = R - 2cg’ + 2, and let Cl be the orbifold with c cone points of order p and underlying 
surface IC‘I of genus g’. There is a locally injectivc epimorphism from nyb(0) to Z,. This 
determines a C(Z,)-action on a surface of genus i(2 - px(O)) = g. Thus g~g(c(Z,)) and 
(a) follows. Statements (b) and (c) follow readily from (a). 0 
Using a line of proof similar to the above we also obtain the following. 
PKOPOSITION 6.4, Let p > 2 be prime. 
(a) The nonorientablc surface of genus g (where g 2 f is a half-integer) fails to admit 
a c(Z,)-action if and only if g is contained in the disjoint union of open intervals 
. 
(b) The smullest possible oolue for N(c(G)) is $(p - 3)(p - I). 
(c) The number of nonorientuble surfaces (up to homeomorphism) which fail to admit 
Zdactions is i(p - 3)( p - 2). cl 
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